
FARMERS ARE NATURALLY PATIENT	

JAMES 5 v 7 & 8 

 

Be patient, then, my brothers and sisters, until the Lord comes.  See how patient a farmer is as he 

waits for his land to produce precious crops.  He waits patiently for the autumn and spring rains.  You 

also must be patient.  Keep your hopes high, for the day of the Lord’s coming is near. 

 

If you attend a Harvest Thanksgiving service in a church (there are very few Harvest Thanksgiving services 

in Australian churches these days) you will be able to see that the church is tastefully decorated with fruit, 

vegetables, flowers and other items for the annual harvest thanksgiving service.  I love harvest thanksgiving 

services.  Being a native of Northern Ireland, and having grown up on a farm, I was accustomed to attending 

harvest services.  When I entered the ministry I loved conducting harvest services, particularly in the rural 

areas.  The sights and smells of the churches elaborately decorated with harvest produce remain special to 

me.     

One of the things I have noticed about the practical book of James is the number of references there are to 

gardening and farming.  Some commentators suggest that James worked on the land.  He loves the imagery 

of gardening and farming.  There are several texts that would be appropriate for a sermon at a harvest 

thanksgiving service; 1 v 10-11a, 18, 21; 3 v 18, 5 v 4.  Another one is 5 v 7 which we will consider.  In this 

text James presses home his call to patience by noting how necessary and fruitful a virtue patience is for the 

farmer.  The farmer sets out to obey the laws of God as they are built into the way things work.  The farmer 

plants his seed at the appointed time, in the right conditions and having done so he waits, for there is no 

other way to get to harvest-time.  I experienced this on the farm I grew up on.  We planted the seed in April 

(being in the northern hemisphere) and then had to wait until September before we could reap the harvest.   

In the climate of Palestine, the early and late rains that James mentions were a unique feature.  The early rain 

came in October, preparing the soil for the seed to be sown.  Once the seed was planted, the process of 

germination began and soon the seed began to sprout; then there was growth.  The late rain in March and 

April swelled the maturing crop and guaranteed a bumper harvest.  Nothing could hurry on the early and late 

rains.  Nature had to take its course.  Jesus told a parable, which is recorded in Mark 4 v 26-29, about a 

farmer who couldn’t explain or understand the processes of natural growth.  All he did was oversee the 

developing crop with persistent care.  That was all he needed to do.  In the parable Jesus makes the same 

point as James, which is that the farmer must patiently wait for the earth to produce the precious fruit on 

which his livelihood depends.   

James uses the natural patience of the farmer to illustrate patience in the life of the Christian.  He begins his 

letter by drawing his reader’s attention to the testing of their faith; 1 v 2-4.  Through patience in the midst of 

life’s trials and testings a Christian’s faith grows into full maturity of character.  Alec Motyer wrote; 

“James’ doctrine of the Christian life is a doctrine of process or growth, and patience is its central 

requirement.  We neither drift into holiness nor are we wafted there by some heavenly visitation; we 

grow to holiness and, like every harvest, it is a process”.   



One of the areas where Christians have to exercise much patience is in relation to the coming of the Lord; v 

7a.  This had much greater significance for James’ readers than it has for us.  For the Christians in the first 

century there was an expectation that the Lord was coming back to the world soon to deliver them and to 

judge their oppressors.  In the meantime, the Christians had to wait, and as they did so James commanded 

them to establish their hearts; v 8.  This would mean that they had to have a firm adherence to their faith in 

the midst of temptations and challenges.  They acted and taught others to act as if their generation could be 

the last.   

For us, the coming of the Lord is not an event we think too much about, apart from giving it a little bit of 

attention during the Advent season.  All of us should be waiting patiently for the day when the Lord comes 

back.    In the meantime, we need to fortify ourselves for the struggles we have with the difficult 

circumstances of life.  Over twenty centuries later we live in exactly the same situation as the Christians 

James is addressing.  This second decade in the twenty-first century could be the last in human history.  We 

don’t know.  James’s advice to us is the same as it was to his first-century readers; be patient just like the 

farmer, as he waits for the harvest.  Patience is one part of the fruit of the Holy Spirit; Galatians 5 v 22 “But 

the fruit of the Spirit is….patience…”. 

Farmers are naturally patient from the time they sow the seed in springtime until the harvest season.  We 

must learn to be patient in our Christian lives as we wait for the final harvest which is the Lord’s return.  

 

*  This talk was given at a Harvest Thanksgiving service.                                      


